Abstract-Sign Language Recognition (SLR) system is a novel method that allows hard of hearing people to communicate with society. In this study, an American Sign Language (ASL) recognition system was proposed by using the surface Electromyography (sEMG). The objective of this study is to recognize the American Sign Language alphabet letters and allow users to spell words and sentences. For this purpose, sEMG signals are acquired from subject's right forearm for 27 American Sign Language gestures, 26 English alphabet letters, and one for home position. Time domain, frequency domain (band power), power spectral density (band power), and average power features were used as the feature extraction methods. After feature extraction, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was applied to obtain uncorrelated features. As a classification method, Support Vector Machine and Ensemble Learning algorithm were used and their performances were compared with tabulated results. In conclusion, the results of this study show that sEMG signal can be used for SLR systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
According to the World Health Organization, there are approximately 360 million people having the disability of hearing in 2015 [1] . The number was 278 million in 2005 [2] . In 10 years, the number of people having hearing problems has increased about 14%. Sign Language is the only method hard of the hearing use in their daily life. Sign Language is a hand gesture language that the hearing impaired use to express their thoughts, feeling, and knowledge instead of verbal communication. There are different sign languages available in the world which have their own alphabet and hand gestures. American Sign Language (ASL) is one of the most popular sign language in the world. According to Tamar [3] , ASL is the fourth most popular language in the USA and it is trending in college students. The hard of hearing need a communication method which allow them to communicate with others in order to accomplish their daily tasks. Therefore, it is really important to have a Sign Language Recognition (SLR) system.
In this study a novel SLR system is implemented by using sEMG signal. The sEMG signal is the differential voltage in the muscles. The advantage of the sEMG signal is that it is not affected from weak lit areas and easy to use when other methods have limitation such as lighting. The proposed method uses sEMG data to predict American Sign Language alphabets. With this novel method, the hard of hearing will be able to type any word and sentences to communicate with others.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Sign Language Recognition (SLR) is a topic which has gained a lot of attention by researchers recently. There have been many different approaches proposed to solve this problem. Existing approaches may be divided in to three main groups: Cyber Gloves, Camera and 3D Sensors, and sEMG signal.
A. Cyber Gloves
In 1993, Fels et al. were one of the first research group who worked on a Sign Language Recognition system [4] . The authors came up with the idea of a Glove-Talk that acquired data from Cyber Glove, which was later used to recognize text. Neural Networks (NN) were used as the classification technique [4] . In comparison to recent advances, and the lack of technology twenty years ago, the research had impressive results [4] . The SLR system produced wrong words less than 1% of time in 203 gesture vocabularies [4] . Two years later, Liang (1995) et al. used the Cyber glove to recognize ASL alphabet rather than words [5] . The researchers did not use any classification algorithm, instead, they used rule-based voting algorithm. The experiment had satisfactory results, which recognized 3 to 4 characters per second, although the researchers did not use any classifier. Meanwhile, Jiangqin et al. published the paper about Chinese Sign Language Recognition system [6] . In 2002, Mehdi et al. attempted to developed an ASL system without training their system [7] . The authors ignored letter 'J' and 'Z' because Cyber Glove captures only the shape of the hand and both letters required wrist motion. Subsequently, a Neural Network based classifier was used to discriminate 24 letters and two special characters (26 classes). The researchers did not use any preprocessing (filtering) method, thus acquired signal from gloves were directly fed into the system [7] . As a result, the system had lower accuracy than the trained system. Sole et al. used Extreme Learning Machine (ELC) algorithm to classify the Auslan (Australian Sign Language) alphabet [8] . The reason they chose ELC because it is a simplified version of the Neural Network (NN) [8] . According to reported results, the system had 95% accuracy. Hayek et al. used an efficient way to show the results of the system displayed on LCD [9] . Similar to [5] , the author of [9] did not use any classification algorithm. Instead, they used their own binary algorithm and did not share any performance result. The researchers did not mention how the letters that have a similar shape such as letter 'U' and 'V' were handled.
The methods discussed above are using Cyber Glove for data acquisition. Although, those studies have valuable results, it is not comfortable to wear the Cyber Glove for daily life until there are great advances in wearable technology.
B. Camera and 3D Sensors
Research into Computer Vision has a long history. Therefore, there are many different applications of Computer Vision in SLR systems. In this section, most related studies are mentioned.
In 1998, Starner et al. mounted a camera to a cap in order to capture hand tracking [10] . They used Hidden Markov Models (HMM) to recognize sentence-level ASL rather than explicitly modeling the fingers. The researchers concluded that having a camera mounted on a cap had better accuracy than having desk mounted camera [10] . Otiniano-Rodriguez et al. used the Kinect sensor for ASL recognition system [11] . They mainly focused on comparing RGB, Depth, and RGB-Depth performances on ASL system. They found that combining RGB and Depth information gave better results than single information system [11] . Keskin et al. also used the Kinect sensors [12] . The authors used a Random Decision Forest (RDF) and had satisfactory result of 99.9%. Results of RDF and ANN were compared and tabulated [12] . Chuan et al. developed an SLR system using Leap Motion sensor [13] . They used Leap Motion sensor because it is easier to transport and economical in comparison to the Kinect sensor and Cyber glove. They used the k-nearest neighborhood and SVM to classify 26 letters of American Sign Language. Meanwhile, Raut et al. used the dataset of 312 ASL hand gestures images [14] . The LGB Vector Quantization method was used to solve SLR system [14] . However, in those experiments, they were using RGB information in SLR system. Therefore, in poor lighting conditions, these methods failed.
C. EMG Signal
The third approach is surface Electromyography (sEMG) signals. It is usually used by researchers to a control robot or a prosthetic arm [15] [16] . In addition, sEMG signal was used to increase the usability of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) [17] [18] . Erkilinc and Sahin [19] designed a surveillance camera control system for people who cannot use joysticks. In order to extract features, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was applied to the raw sEMG data. They also used the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to eliminate uncorrelated features [19] . Sahin et al. implemented a system, which control the computer cursor, using sEMG signal [20] . They used wavelet transformation with PCA to extract features and fed them into SVM classifiers. Kosmidou et al. classified most common ten English words without explicitly classifying the letters [21] .
Unlike Cyber Glove, camera, and 3D sensor that are restricted to well lit areas, sEMG signals are not affected by light. There is one difficulty for acquiring sEMG signal, i.e. having too many wires around the arm. Thanks to the advance wearable technologies, such as Myo Armband, acquiring sEMG signals has become a lot simpler and less clumsy [22] .
III. METHODOLOGY A. Preprocessing
It is the nature of the raw signal that contains noise, artifact, and mixed with an unwanted signals. In this study, zero mean and band pass filters are applied to the raw data to remove artifacts and unwanted information.
B. Zero-Mean
Raw signals usually contain unwanted trend or bias. Therefore, analytical methods translate data such that either individual feature have no bias or their mean is zero. The zero meaned data help to reduce DC component that causes a problem during Fast Fourier Transformation. For calculating zero mean of the raw data, the equation 1 was used.
C. Filters
The first step after obtaining the raw data was to filter the raw sEMG data. Samples of each letter were transformed into a time window which is a common technique for sEMG processing. Figure 1 illustrates the windowing technique. The data flow from right to left as shown in figure via arrows. Whenever new data is acquired, it pushes the temp data out of the window. The windows are two seconds long, so each new data frame stays eight cycles in the window. Then, two filters were applied to the zero meaned dataset. The first filter was a band-pass filter consisting of a high-pass filter with 5 Hz cutoff frequency and a low-pass filter with 100 Hz cutoff frequency. The second filter was a notch filter with 60 Hz to remove the power line noise. Remaining data is preprocessed valuable sEMG information which is used in the following feature extraction steps [23] . 
1) Time Domain Features:
In machine learning, having distinguishable features are the most important keys as they improve the accuracy of the system significantly. In order to have a good SLR system, following feature extraction techniques were used in this study:
The Fourier transform is the method to obtain frequency information from a given signal. In this study, the signal collected from subjects are discrete samples. Thus, the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is used. The DFT computed using built in Matlab command "fft", and then this frequency information divided into predefined bands and the mean of each band is calculated. These coefficients can be found by using equation 2, and may be used as the features, where x[n] is a discrete signal with N samples and F[n] is frequency coefficients.
The frequency domain features are obtained by calculating the absolute value of the FFT coefficients.
3) Power Spectral Density: The Power Spectral Density (PSD) has smoother distribution comparing with FFT. Therefore, it may reduce the unwanted noise. Welch's method is used to obtain the PSD. In Figure 2 , frequency response and the PSD of the signal can be seen. Fig. 2 . Power using absolute value of FFT and PSD using Welch's method 4) Average Power in Channel: When a subject performs a gesture, each finger invokes different muscle groups. Thus, the sEMG information will have pattern for each finger movement and this information can be used as features. Figure 3 shows a plot of surface EMG signals of the letter 'A' and letter 'B'. As it can be seen that each gesture generates different signals.
Average power of a channel can be calculated with equation 3 where P is the average power. 
IV. CLASSIFICATION A. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Our space is not linearly separable. Thus, a space transformation is needed so that transformed space can be linearly separable. Kernels are used to achieve this in SVM. If a problem is nonlinear, instead of trying to fit a nonlinear model, we can map the problem into a new space by applying a nonlinear transformations using a suitably chosen basis functions and then learn a linear model in this new space [24] .
In this study, we have chosen RBF kernels as shown in equation 4 where x t is the center.
To have a good classifier, we need to optimize the SVM parameters, such as sigma, σ. To determine the best sigma value we trained our system with various sigma values and cross-validate the system. After that, we select the value that provides the highest accuracy in both test and cross validation.
B. Ensemble Learning (Bagged Tree)
Ensemble learning is a method that creates groups of weak learners and votes their results to obtain better classification as shown in Figure 4 . One of the ensemble learning algorithms is the Random Forest, proposed by Breiman in 2001 [25] . The Random Forest uses identically distributed decision trees and predict based on the majority of the votes among all decision trees. One disadvantage of the ensemble learning is that it slows down when the number of the trees increase. The ASL dataset consists of 27 classes and these classes overlap. Therefore, ensemble learning would be a good classifier. 
V. PROPOSED METHOD AND EXPERIMENTS
In the experiments, Myo Armband that has eight-channel sEMG electrodes, 9 axis IMU sensors, and built in the battery was used. Myo Armband can be seen in Figure 5 . The main advantage of this device is that it does not have any cables. It has 200 Hz sampling frequency that is good enough to catch main frequency bands of sEMG signals. In addition, the replacement of the electrodes is no longer a problem because of the special design. It is also very suitable for daily life use. 
A. Data Collection Process
The participants in this study were ten subjects (five male and five female) with ages between 20 and 28 years old. This group included both left-handed and right-handed individuals. A consent form approved by Rochester Institute of Technology Human Subject Research Office (HSRO) was provided for all subjects. Then, the instructions that explain simulation steps provided. Although each subject has a different forearm size, Myo Armband was placed similarly on all subjects [26] .
The sEMG signal was continuously obtained from the subject and buffered in the system. The visual stimuli shows each American Sign Language letter for two seconds interval and subject was asked to perform the corresponding gesture during this period. Each letter is repeated 20 times in each section. SEMG data were recorded for all alphabets (26 letters and home position) and labeled and saved in files. The data collection consists of two identical sections. The reason for having two sections is to allow the subject to take a long break to rest. They also have a break after every 20 letters if they wish.
B. Offline System Model
The offline system model consists of four steps as shown in Figure 6 : preparation, preprocessing, feature extraction, feature reduction, and classification. In the preparation step, because data was collected from the subject on different times it is concatenated to one dataset. The second step is the preprocessing, the methods described in Section III-A are used, to remove artifact and unwanted frequency information. Then this preprocessed data were passed to the third step, feature extraction. In this step, time and frequency domain features, power spectral density features and average power in each channel features were applied as we mention in Section III-D. After feature extraction, we concatenate each channel features to a single row vector where each element of the vector represents a feature, and the last element presents result. To decrease the computational power and reduce unnecessary features, PCA applied to the feature matrix as the feature reduction step. In the last step, 75% of this dataset was used for training and cross validation using 5-fold cross validation technique and rest is used for testing. After 5-fold cross validation the best system selected.
During offline model learning, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) matrix in the feature extraction and the learned model parameters were saved to be used in the online (Realtime) tests. 
C. Online System Model
The online system model does not have the training step because it uses the model parameters of the offline system model as described in Section V-B.
Whenever new data is classified using the online system model, raw data is preprocessed and feature extraction is performed. As a result of these steps, a row feature vector is obtained. Then these feature vectors go through feature reduction step. The classifier uses these reduced features to predict which class it belongs to using the learned classifier in the offline system model. In Figure 7 , overall online system model diagram is shown. 
D. Spell Checker
Mistyping is inevitable while typing a document. To solve this problem, usually text editors use a spell checker. The spell checker either corrects the word or gives users a suggestion of possible corrected options. The proposed method also uses the spell checker to fix the user's spelling mistakes. Existing spell checkers use different approaches to suggest a word. One of the standard approaches is to calculate the probability of the most used word and to give a suggestion [27] . The proposed method uses the Microsoft Office spell checker engine. The system sends every word to the spell checker to reduce the amount of spelling mistakes.
E. Android Application
A custom Android application was developed for our proposed ASL system as a proof of concept. The server application is responsible for predicting user's gesture and sending the classification result to the smartphone application. The smartphone application receives the results from the server and shows them on the screen as shown in Figure 8 . The dataset used for single subject test was collected from a 28 years old subject. The subject repeated 27 letters (one for home position) 20 times in four different days. As a result, each letter repeated 80 times in total. The dataset is processed as mentioned above. Table I shows the results of the single subject experiment for four feature extraction methods: time domain, frequency domain, PSD band power and average power in each channel. These methods were tested using SVM classifier. The best result obtained from the system was average power in each channel features. Using this method, system reaches 60.85 percent accuracy with a standard deviation of 1.74. In the second experiment we used Bagged Tree classifier which is one of the ensemble learning technique as we mentioned in Section IV.
Average power in each channel's features are the best feature for Bagged Trees learner. Table II shows that it has 79.35% accuracy with a standard deviation of 1.26. 
B. Multiple Subject Results
In this experiment, dataset is generated from ten subjects were used. The subjects were cover variety of people such as Male/Female, Left hand/Right hand, Hard of hearing/Hearing people. Each subject repeated each letter 40 times.
The results of the SVM classifier for multi-subject dataset. All feature extraction methods performed lower than 34.00% accuracy.
In Table III , average power in each channel method performed better than three other feature extraction methods. The accuracy of average power in each channel is 61.04% accuracy with standard deviation of 1.37. The second method is the FFT features with 51.54% accuracy with a standard deviation of 0.78. 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this study, an American Sign Language Recognition System using Surface EMG signal that allows hard of hearing people to communicate society is presented. To implement the SLR system sEMG signals were collected from multiple subjects. The dataset, modelled and classified, is time series dataset from subjects who know American Sign Language Alphabet. In this work, we have focused more on exploring feature extraction methods and classification algorithms. The feature extraction methods we have explored are time domain features, frequency domain features, power spectral density features, and average power in each channel.
The result of our experiments, which conducted with the single subject dataset and multi-subjects dataset, shows average power in each channel feature is the best feature extraction method among others. We also observed that FFT's band power features are better than PSD's band power features, although we were expecting better performance with PSD features.
In this research, we have explored two classification algorithms; Support Vector Machine and Ensemble Learning classifier. We observed that Bagged Trees classifier was performing better than the SVM classifier in both single subject dataset and multi subjects dataset. The best result we had obtained from Bagged Tree classifier with single subject dataset was about 80% accuracy. Moreover, the best outcome we got with SVM was 60.85% accuracy with single subject dataset.
In conclusion, the result of the experiments shows that average power in each channel feature is the best feature among other three methods. Moreover, Ensemble Learning (Bagged Tree) classifier performed better than SVM classifier.
VIII. FUTURE WORK
In this study, we have used variety of feature extraction methods for classification of ASL Alphabet gestures. There are many other feature extraction techniques out there such as Wavelet, number of the peaks, histogram, etc. Implementing those methods may provide better results. Implementing a new spell checker based on confusing matrix may increase the accuracy of the overall system since existing spell checker's algorithm is based on keyboard layout and most frequently used words.
In addition to Sign Language Recognition, this system can be used as a new input device for typing in computer software such as Microsoft Office, chatting applications, and email applications.
